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Becoming full
members of society
by Yulia Gradskova illustration Ragni Svensson
n the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the ideas of prog-

tion”: the backwardness of Russian peasant society as well

Russian Federation), published documents on women’s activ-

ress and development were widely discussed in Russian

as that of women was hindering revolutionary activism, and

ism in Tatarstan on the eve of the revolution, periodicals, and

society. Many Russian politicians and intellectuals saw

later, the progress of socialism.6

Soviet pamphlets.10

countries in industrial, political, and social development.

Although discussions of the “women’s question” as

Indeed, starting with the agrarian reform of 1861, the Russian

such are rather well studied, the problems of emancipatory

government made several attempts, not all of them success-

projects concerned with non-Russian women have only re-

ful, to reform one aspect or another of the political and social

cently started to draw researchers’ attention.7 Looking at the

system. While the most important of these attempts was the

connections and contradiction between ideas of “progress”

“Muslim Woman” and
“Progress”: Discussions
and interpretations on
the eve of 1917

creation of the Duma, the first Russian Parliament, there were

and “development” in combination with different approach-

The organization of the Russian Empire in the last period of

other modernization projects resulting from the 1905 revolu-

es to the emancipation of Muslim women of the Volga-Ural re-

its existence has been described by Jane Burbank as the “im-

tion, such as new policies on the colonization of Siberia1 and

gion will help to expand our knowledge of the multiethnic di-

perial rights regime”, characterized by practices of particu-

the reorganization of medical services.2 The attempts at mod-

mensions of the “women’s question” in the Russian context.

larity and localized ways of applying rights.11 Still, we know

their country as lagging behind advanced European

ernization were made in an atmosphere of growing social dis-

The geographic focus of this article is the Volga-Ural region

that the attempts at Russification of the non-Russian part of

content and under the direct, often openly violent pressure

before and after the Bolshevik Revolution. The region is a

the population were multiple, and consisted mainly in edu-

of the state’s political opponents. The declared aspirations of

multiethnic one, historically inhabited mostly by people

cational policy. The Orthodox civilizers hoped to Christianize

change of the political and social actors, despite many differ-

belonging to Turkic and Finno-Ugric language groups. It was

the Muslim population of the empire, which was accused of

ences, usually coincided in the use of a rhetoric of “progress”

conquered by the Grand Duchy of Muscovy in the 16th cen-

bringing with it threats of pan-Islamism and pan-Turkism.12

and “culture”.

tury. The region is known for several uprisings of the local

As for the Muslim women, according to Azade-Ayse Rorlich,

population against Russian rule and for a very unique Muslim

although the imperial government was “anti-feminist in its

look at just one theme: the discussions and activities con-

Enlightenment movement, Jadidism, which developed in the

policies concerning Russian women on issues ranging from

ducted in connection with what was called the “women’s

late 19th and early 20th centuries.8 The Muslim population of

education to family law and citizen franchise and deaf to the

question”. At the beginning of the 20th century, a number

the region consisted mainly of Tatars and Bashkirs, and the

demands of Russian women for emancipation” and “backed

of women’s organizations in Russia demanded rights for

educated part of it had rather good connections to Muslim

by the might of its bureaucratic structures and scholarly es-

women, and many intellectuals and politicians discussed

communities in other parts of the empire and abroad.

tablishment”, it nonetheless “adopted a ‘feminist’ stand in its

3

The ideas for modernizing Russia were many; here I will

the need to improve women’s work, education, and health.4

How was the “women’s question” interpreted by the pro-

dedication to the emancipation of Muslim women”.13

Those who defended women’s political and social rights often

ponents of women’s emancipation with respect to the Mus-

In addition to propaganda for the education of Tatar and

pointed out that Russia’s industrial and cultural development

lim women and at the regional level? How did the situation

Bashkir girls in the Russian schools, the Russian government

could not be achieved without improving the situation of

change in the period between February and the Bolshevik

at the beginning of the 20th century was campaigning with

women. For example, many participants in the first All-Russia

Revolution of 1917? What was the specific early Soviet inter-

the help of Orthodox missionaries to spread knowledge

Women’s Congress (St. Petersburg, 1908) found that the state,

pretation of the “women’s question” in regard to the Muslim

about hygiene and medicine among Muslim women of the

if it was interested in progress, should pay attention to the

women of the region?

Volga-Ural region. These policies were supposed to help the

issues of women’s rights.5 As for the Bolsheviks, the existing

The sources are archive materials (in particular materials

research shows that they also used terms of progress and its

of the Soviet Commission for the Improvement of the Work

child-raising. One example of this logic is found in a delation

opposite, backwardness, in discussing the “women’s ques-

and Everyday Life of Women,9 1926—1930, State Archive of the

by Andrei, Archbishop of Ufa and Menzelinsk, published in

central authorities to maintain control over families and

62
the newspaper Kaspii14 soon after the February revolution.

All actors advocating change — imperial officers, Muslim

In his article, the Archbishop expressed fears that Muslims

intellectuals and some Orientologists — were looking at the

of building the foundation of our national future”. If Muslim

“could be separated from Russian life” as a result of the re-

situation through the lens of a developmental paradigm (“to

women would not take off the “chains of injustice and op-

forms — particularly the introduction of a multiethnic local

catch up”, “to enlighten”). At the same time, while imperial

pression”, then “our children, our young nation never would

management structure (zemstvo). The Archbishop insisted on

officers saw the solution in the assimilation and de-Islamiza-

forgive this”,29 the pamphlet stated. The period between Feb-

the non-Russian people’s need for spiritual guidance, and saw

tion of the non-Russian population, Muslim intellectuals saw

ruary and October 1917 was when several Muslim Women’s

the pamphlets on hygiene and home medicine for the Muslim

the improvement of women’s situation as a prerequisite for

Committees appeared in Russia.30 The Committee from

population as particularly helpful.

the “progress of the nation”.

Crimea was presented by Kaspii as trying to “bring together

15

At the same time, many Muslim intellectuals in different
parts of empire began discussing the role of women in Muslim
society.16 One of the first to do so was Ismail Bey Gaspirali,
a Tatar from Crimea and the founder of Jadidism, a new
method of teaching in Arabic. After his third attempt, Gaspirali received official permission in 1905 to publish a special
magazine for women, Alemi Nisvan.17 At the beginning of the
revolutionary year of 1917, Muslim women living in the Rus-

The Women’s Question
among Russian Muslims in
1917: Between democracy,
anti-colonialism, and
nationalism?

national interests and “not to burden men alone with the task

all Tatar women in order to liberate them from centuries of
slavery, and to awaken the spirit of citizenship in Crimean Tatar women, mothers of the free, democratic Russia”.31
Declaring women’s rights for the sake of the nation and
with reference to Sharia laws was a rather widespread tactic
that was followed in many documents issued around 1917, and
even in some documents from the first years after the Bolshevik Revolution. Both of the Muslim Congresses that took place

sian Empire could choose between several women’s publica-

While women’s organizations, led by the Women’s Union

in the period between February and October of 1917 — one

tions that were produced in Kazan, Bahchisaray (Crimea) and

for Equality, demonstrated in Saint Petersburg demanding

in May in Moscow and another in July in Kazan — took the

Baku (Azerbaijan). The Jadidist plans for the cultural progress

equal political rights for women in connection with the end

women’s question seriously. Although the general atmo-

of the Muslim people of the empire also foresaw growing edu-

of the monarchy in March 1917,23 many other organizations

sphere at the second Congress was much more conservative

cational opportunities for women and girls — many Jadidists

and groups (including nationalist ones) expressed rather

than at the first, its resolution still stated that “lack of clarity

supported mixed education in primary schools — and sev-

similar demands in many parts of the empire, but in different

with respect to the solution of the women’s question in this

eral schools in different parts of the empire were preparing

contexts. Material from the newspaper Kaspii,24 for example,

historical moment could damage our national and cultural

female teachers. Many Tatar women were very enthusiastic

leads us to suppose that, at least for some part of the Russian

movement”. Indeed, the “women’s question” was seen by the

about becoming teachers. Nevertheless, the organization of

Muslim society, the idea of broadening rights for women ap-

Congress participants as a question that was important for

Muslim girls’ schools that taught after the European system

peared an obvious part of the social and political changes that

the “whole nation” and not only for women.32

but in the Tatar language was seen with suspicion by Russian

would lead to “progress”. What arguments were used and

authorities, and some of the schools were closed.18 Remem-

what political measures were proposed?

bering that time, the well-known Tatar intellectual Rizaeddin

Under the pressure of the central women’s organizations,

In addition to recognizing equal rights in the political

sphere, documents from 1917—1920 insist on many other

Fahreddin (who was head of the Central Spiritual Directorate

the new legislation issued by the Provisional Government

changes in the status of Muslim women that would contribute

of Muslims in Ufa in the Soviet period up to his death) includ-

gave women the right to participate in the elections to the

to the nation’s well-being. For example, the resolution of the

ed in his book on famous women several Muslim women from

Constituent Assembly and local councils. The new legislation

Kazan Women’s Congress contained a statement about the

Russia who, at the beginning of the century, “devoted their

was seen positively by the Muslim politicians: the participa-

need for a health certificate for bride and groom before the

entire lives to education and to teaching girls”.19

tion of women as voters and as candidates would increase the

religious wedding ceremony (nikah) could be performed; this

visibility of Muslims on the Russian political scene, and raise

was explained as necessary “for the health of the nation”.33

the attempts to give girls a better education than in the past

numbers of Muslims elected to office. Muslim women were

Child marriages too were prohibited, not so much from the

and to involve Muslim women in the social life of imperial

therefore strongly advised to vote, first of all for the Muslim

perspective of women’s rights, but in order to prevent “sick

Russia were presented by the Muslim reformers as contribut-

candidates.25 In order to eliminate doubts with respect to

children” as the result of such marriages. The Kazan resolu-

ing primarily to the well-being of family and children, and

women’s political participation, the Central Spiritual Direc-

tion insisted on 16 years as the earliest acceptable marriage

hence to the well-being of the whole Muslim society or the

torate for the Muslims of Inner Russia, located in Ufa, used

age for brides (“in the North as well as in the South and

nation. In the context of increasing Russification, especially

the image of women as mothers and looked for arguments in

East”) and demanded that the groom should guarantee that

after the defeat of the revolution of 1905, as well as a general

Sharia: “Because the Muslim Sharia does not limit women’s

he would not take a second wife into his house (except on

radicalization of the situation in Russia, direct connections

political rights, including their active and passive electoral

granting a divorce and maintenance to the first one). Finally,

between women’s education, women’s rights and the prog-

rights, there is no obstacle from the point of view of Sharia to

the right of women to divorce in case of “unhappy marriage”

ress of the nation were made with increasing frequency.

Muslim women’s participation in the electoral campaign.”26

was also justified not only by the “woman’s suffering”, but by

As in other Muslim societies (such as Turkey for example),20

Probably the most radical event of the time was the First

“bad conditions for children’s upbringing” in such a family.

Finally, it is necessary to note that the development of

Muslim Women’s Congress, which took place in Kazan in

notions of progress that included women’s emancipation con-

April 1917. The congress was attended by women from differ-

tributed to the specific role that representatives of the impe-

ent parts of the empire, from St. Petersburg and Crimea to

rial science on the Orient played in discussions on the future

Central Asia, and it voted to adopt a resolution on the rights of

of Muslim peoples and women in Russia. According to Vera

Muslim women. In May of the same year, this resolution was

Tolz, many Orientologists, while working for the progress of

also supported by the All-Russian Muslim Congress in Mos-

the empire, did not see support for local nationalisms and the

cow.27 The resolution of the Kazan congress made important

rights of non-Russians as mutually contradictory.21 Although

statements on gender equality: it declared the political rights

the “women’s question” was not at the center of Orientologist

of women, their right to divorce and to marriage by consent,

interest, it was important to a few women in that profession.

the prohibition of the bride price, and the right of women not

While the political aims and rhetoric of Bolshevik women’s

Thus the Kazan-born Russian Olga Lebedeva, a translator of

to be secluded. The declarations were made with reference

liberation are well studied,34 I would like to look here more

poetry from several Asian languages, presented herself at

to Sharia law to indicate that aspirations to such rights did

closely at their application to the “women of the Orient”

the Congress of Orientalists in Algeria in 1905 as “serving the

not endanger the Muslim identity of the beneficiaries and had

(vostochnitsa) — a broader concept that encompassed wom-

idea of the emancipation of Muslim women within the limits

nothing to do with attacks on Islam by the Russian state. This

en from different ethnic and religious groups, and by which

that were indicated by the Prophet, the founder of a teach-

resolution was one of the first to stress that women had a duty

most of the non-Western, non-Slavic and non-Orthodox wom-

ing that is fully compatible with all recent cultural advances,

to participate in elections to the Constituent Assembly.

en living on the territory of the former Russian Empire were

provided it is correctly interpreted”.22 Supporting those who

28

Furthermore, the Bureau of Muslim Women elected by the

The future of the
Revolution and
“Women of the Orient”
in Bolshevik policy of
bringing culture to the
masses

usually unified. This term, like natsionalka and natsmenka for

were trying to change the situation of Muslim women without

Congress prepared a pamphlet calling on all Muslim women

women of national minorities, was usually used in the texts

criticizing Islam, Lebedeva suggested that a view of the Mus-

in Russia (“Muslim sisters”) not to be passive in such a “his-

describing plans for the progressive development of society.

lim religion from this perspective could help Algerian Muslim

toric time”. According to the pamphlet, Muslim women had

Like activists of the nationalist movements in Tatarstan and

women for example “to catch up to their European sisters”.

to become “full members of society” in order to serve the

Bashkortostan, the Bolshevik leaders and rank-and-file agita-
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(mainly in the period between February and October 1917):

The regional institutions to date do not consider

“There was no Muslim congress where questions about the

the work among natsionalki as a part of their work;

rights of women in the context of Islam and Sharia would not

activities are always organized under pressure. This

be discussed.” However, pre-Soviet organizations of Muslim

refers in particular to the activities that should be

women were now called “bourgeois” and thus presented as

under the supervision of the regional department

negative rather than positive historic examples.40 Further-

of education. This department did not organize any

more, the article presented the “woman of the Orient” as

activity pursuant to the plans we made together.46

experiencing extreme exploitation due to religious and national traditions, a cliché that would be used daily during the

The “women’s question” is addressed by the Commission as if

entire Soviet period. Indeed, the Tatar woman is described

women needed a kindergarten of sorts on the path to cultural

in the article as “the most backward of the backward”, and

development, and accordingly its documents attest to many

subject to 1,000 times more discrimination than the Russian

problems and difficulties. For example, a 1928 letter to the

woman.41 This was explained by the specific local situation,

central Commission presented the situation in Tatarstan as a

which combined economic and religious oppression. Soviet

“precarious network of institutions for the national minori-

policies are described as contributing to the disappearance

ties” in spite of “the special role of preschool education for

of the “passive, unmovable and oppressed Tatar woman”,

the emancipation of women of the national minorities, the

thus constructing lack of initiative and activism as important

improvement of their children’s health and the introduction

features of “backwardness”.

of the new organizational forms of everyday life for the popu-

With time the suspicions and fears of the Bolshevik govern-

lation of the national minorities”.47

tors were living in a world where the ideas of progress, devel-

ment with respect to the Muslim population grew, and influ-

opment and the common good were used by various actors

enced most of the projects aimed at solving the “women’s

plans designed for the progress and development of “women

to justify their policy plans. Thus women were also placed in

question” in the Volga-Ural region. Due to lack of trust in

of the Orient”, in spite of their emancipatory rhetoric and

the development/backwardness hierarchy created by the Bol-

combination with ignorance of local languages and traditions,

scientific elaboration, did not produce enthusiasm among the

shevik leaders. The conversion of the backward “woman of

the Soviet authorities needed help from specialists in Oriental

broader masses of women in the Volga-Ural region. A certain

the Orient” into new, “cultured woman” of the socialist state

studies. The latter were invited to take part in designing poli-

similarity of the Soviet emancipatory rhetoric to the civilizing

implied scientific grounds for political actions. The “women

cies and publications in the 1920s. For example, the series of

rhetoric of the imperial center may have played an important

of the Orient’s” cultural difference was to be reevaluated from

pamphlets on work with mothers and children from differ-

role: once again the “backward”, non-Russian woman was ex-

the new, revolutionary perspective, and at the same time, the

ent ethnic groups of the “Orient” were published under the

pected to fulfill plans for her culturalization that had been de-

new day-to-day life of the “women of the Orient” had to be or-

leadership of the Department of Health Care for Mothers and

vised in Moscow. With the beginning of forced collectivization

ganized according to the latest achievements of science with

Children in 1927—1928, but the chief editor of the series was

in the early 1930s, the Commission lost its special mandate for

regard to a healthy and prosperous lifestyle.

V. A. Gurko-Kriazhina, head of the national minorities section

the improvement of the work and everyday lives of “women

It is important to notice, however, that the question of

of the Agitprop department of the Central Committee of the

of the Orient”, and most of the active participants in the early

Islam had a particular importance in the choice of paths to

Bolshevik party and a member of the presidium of the Scien-

phase of the Soviet solution of the “women’s question” in the

women’s emancipation. In the first post-revolutionary years,

tific Association of Oriental Studies. Each pamphlet started

Volga-Ural region suffered imprisonment or death during the

the Muslim population in Russia as well as abroad was seen

with an ethnographic description of the landscape and popu-

period of Stalinist repression.48

by the Bolsheviks as an important ally on the way to World

lation, presented in a rather romantic style and clearly for an

Revolution, and the Soviet government abstained from open

outside spectator.42 The book on Tatar women, for example,

In conclusion it could be said that in the Volga-Ural re-

attacks on Islam. As previous research shows, this helped to

contains ethnographic descriptions of a Tatar village and a

gion as in other parts of Russia in the first third of the 20th

gain a certain support for Soviet reforms in the region. For

Tatar wedding ceremony.43 These exotic pictures were mixed

century the “women’s question” played an important role in

example, the Muslim congress that took place in Ufa in 1923

up with the presentation of women’s lives as rather difficult

discussions and visions of modernization and development.

expressed support for the Bolshevik project of cultural revo-

and unjust: the Tatar woman was over-exploited, “man’s

However, interpretations and decisions on the solution of this

lution, including support for the creation of mixed schools

property”, a “commodity”, often having an “animal life”.44

“question” differed significantly.

and secondary education for Muslim women,35 while some

These portrayals were followed by examples of the Soviet

Muslim intellectuals from the Volga-Ural region got an oppor-

“emancipation of women”, which included women’s partici-

as an important political force for national progress and

tunity to implement their plans with respect to education.36

pation in new communist activities and education and data

development. Looking at the ideals of progress and culture,

on new kindergartens and maternity hospitals.

Muslim intellectuals were eager to find examples of them

While many earlier periodicals for Tatars and Bashkirs

It is easy to suppose that a lot of the projects and activity

The nationalist leaders of the region saw Muslim women

In 1926 the Bolsheviks decided to create a special commis-

in Western Europe and Asia and, only secondarily, in Rus-

were closed down,37 Soviet publications for and about Muslim

sion concerned with helping women from the national minor-

sia. During 1917 the role of Muslim women as independent

women in the 1920s did not have a stable and coherent vision

ities (or “backward women”, as they were frequently called in

political actors increased: women created new organizations

of Muslim customs and traditions, nor a vision of emanci-

the commission’s internal correspondence) to co-exist with

and designed their own programs for the solution of the

pated women. For example, in his pamphlet on the veil, Niko-

other Soviet citizens on the way to the communist future. The

“women’s question” in the region and among followers of

lai Smirnov, the future head of Soviet Orientologists, wrote

document establishing the Commission for the Improvement

Islam. The women’s activism, inspired by the rhetoric and

that the covering of women’s bodies was a subject of debate

of the Work and Everyday Life of Women stressed the need to

organizational forms common for the women’s movement

among Muslim theologians.38 He also made reference to

“combat the economic inequality of women and the inequal-

in Europe and Russia, continued to present itself as an activ-

Jadidist criticism of women’s seclusion (specifically, to Ismail

ity of their rights”, “prepare expert evaluations of the situa-

ism closely bound to the progress of the nation and as part of

Bey Gaspirali39). At the same time, Smirnov, like most authors

tion of working women for the various activities of the central

Muslim culture. The end of the Russian Empire in February of

of Soviet pamphlets, kept silent on the active involvement of

institutions of the republics with respect to everyday life, the

1917 further strengthened the connections between the ideas

women who did not refuse to follow their Muslim dresscode

economy and rights”, and “draft proposals for new laws that

of women’s emancipation and democracy among the people

in work for the emancipation of women on the eve of the Oc-

could contribute to the improvement of women’s everyday

of the region.

tober Revolution.

life and work”.45 Each of the autonomous republics of the
Volga-Ural region had its own commission to work with local

After October 1917, the Bolsheviks preserved intact a

Council of Tatarstan in 1923 on occasion of International

women. The archive documents show that the effectiveness

substantial part of the emancipational rhetoric of earlier de-

Women’s Day, also shows many contradictions in the evalu-

of these commissions depended in large part on the energy

fenders of women’s rights for non-Russian (including Muslim)

ation of women’s situation and Muslim culture. The article

and interest of their members, who were usually new Soviet

women, but introduced a class-based assessment of women’s

“Tatar Women in the Years of Revolution” by Zora Baimbe-

civil servants busy with other responsibilities. For example,

activism. Still, the emancipation of all working women, re-

tova acknowledges the active participation of Muslim women

in the report of such a commission in Bashkortostan dated

gardless of their ethnicity, was declared to be an important

in their own “emancipation” before the October Revolution

1928, we read:

goal of the new Soviet state. As part of the new goal, Muslim

Another pamphlet, published in Russian by the Women’s
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women from the Volga-Ural region were to be educated and
taught about their rights, and this educational campaign was
seen as contributing to the development of the new socialist
society. In the first post-revolutionary years the Bolshevik
government saw Tatar and Bashkir women as important allies
and was careful in its criticism of the Muslim religion as such.
Women’s ignorance of their new rights and duties was seen
by the Soviet authorities as an obstacle to progress which had
to be overcome with the help of the new institutions like Commissions for the Improvement of the Work and Everyday Life
of Women. The new institutions, however, like those of the
imperial period, were designed centrally and lacked funding.
Furthermore, the Bolshevik design of work for emancipation
placed Russian and Slavic women in higher, more privileged
positions on the scale of emancipation. The hierarchizing of
women by their degree of “backwardness” was increasingly
a reminder of old imperial hierarchies, at the same time that
low-level activism aimed at national progress and development formulated locally (or the development of Tatar and
Bashkir society and culture, in the case of the Volga-Ural region) became the object of punishment from the center. As a
result, new interpretations of “progress” and “development”
could not count on much support from the Muslim women
of the Volga-Ural region, and with time, the Soviet central
policy of solving the “women’s question” in the region had to
depend more and more on coercive measures.

≈
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